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Abstract: We propose a criterion for the compari- 
son of different sampling strategies (synchronous, 
asynchronous and random) and filtering algo- 
rithms used in digital instruments which provide 
the estimate of the time average of a signal pro- 
cessed with a nonlinear conversion of multiple 
inputs (e.g. wattmeters, RMS voltmeters, . . .). This 
criterion uses the Bayesian approach to incorpor- 
ate, for every sampling strategy, any prior infor- 
mation on the influences of each incidental 
quantity which can vary the output of the instru- 
ment, transforming this output into a statistic. The 
asymptotic mean-squared error of the measure- 
ments has been assumed as an estimator of the 
error and its general expression, valid for the most 
common sampling strategies used in practice, has 
been deduced. This asymptotic error is a function 
of the frequency response of the digital filter used 
and, eventually, of the characteristic function of 
the probability distribution selected for the 
random variables generating the sampling 
instants. Finally, the particular formulae for differ- 
ent sampling strategies and filtering algorithms 
are discussed and compared. 
1 Introduction 
This research aimed to develop a procedure for the com- 
parison of the effects of the different sampling strategies 
(synchronous, asynchronous, equally spaced and 
random) and filtering algorithms on the output digital 
instruments which estimate the time average of a signal 
processed with a nonlinear conversion of multiple inputs 
(e.g. wattmeters, RMS voltmeters, . . .). Once the M 
quantity to be estimated was defined and identified as the 
true value [21], the output signal was expressed as a 
function of the true value, through the influences of the 
different sampling and filtering techniques (see Section 2). 
The measurement error, i.e. the difference between the 
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output signal and the true value, depends on some inci- 
dental nuisance parameters which locally restrict its 
evaluation to the choice of particular values of these 
parameters. To overcome this difficulty, according to the 
Bayesian approach, we consider the nuisance parameters 
as random variables with a distribution function corre- 
lated to the prior information available. This prior infor- 
mation can therefore be incorporated within the output 
signal, transforming it into a statistic that estimates the 
true value, no matter whether we have a single observa- 
tion, we are in a particular reading occasion, or whether 
we are using a specified instrument based on the tech- 
nique we are judging. The problem is led to evaluate the 
efficiency of an estimator of the true value, and this efi- 
ciency can be measured by introducing the mean-squared 
error. However, the intrinsic nuisance of the incidental 
parameters only disappears in every case if we evaluate 
the mean-squared error when the ranges in which they 
are estimated tend to be infinitely large, and so the 
asymptotic mean-squared error is assumed as a measure 
of the efficiency of the different sampling strategies and 
filtering techniques (see Section 3). 
For the different techniques we are concerned with, the 
asymptotic mean-squared error coincides with the 
asymptotic variance which can be expressed as a sum of 
terms, each one of which is obtained by weighting the 
contribution relative to each spectral component of the 
converted signal. The weighting coefficients for a particu- 
lar converted signal are easily deduced from a continuous 
weighting function once it has been specified whether the 
sampling strategy is asynchronous or synchronous. This 
weighting function can be expressed through the fre- 
quency response of the used digital filter and, for the 
random strategies, the common characteristic function of 
the random variables which generate the sampling 
instants (see Section 4). 
For the different sampling strategies, we also assessed 
the possibility of utilising this weighting function as a 
quantity aimed at characterising the uncertainty within 
which the true value of the measure is estimated to have 
a specified probability (see Sections 5 and 7). 
2 Basic structure of sampling instrument based 
on nonlinear digital processing 
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram for a digital instrument 
which is based on a memoryless nonlinear conversion of 
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the input signals and whose output is an estimate of the 
mean value of the converted signal. The nonlinear con- 






Fig. 1 Block diagram of all-digital instrument that measures time 
average of signal processed with nonlinear conuersion of multiple inputs 
(2,. ..., 4 
ment, with a negligible error with respect to the errors 
introduced by the other circuits; one of the main prob- 
lems, in terms both of accuracy and bandwidth is, 
instead, the choice of the sampling strategy and of the 
filtering algorithm. In the hypothesis that the nonlinear 
converter is memoryless and that the S/H and ADC cir- 
cuits can be considered ideal, we can exchange the non- 
linear process with the sampling procedure, from a 
functional point of view; in this hypothesis the sampling 
procedure is directly effected on the converted signal (see 
Fig. 24. Because the first block of Fig. 2a (the nonlinear 
converter) does not influence the uncertainty and the 
bandwidth of the instrument, to study the errors arising 
from the sampling and filtering procedures we can 





instrument of Fig. I 
Functional block diagrams used for performance analysis of 
Many measurement instruments can be described by 
the block diagram of Fig. 1 : the AC/DC converters of the 
memoryless type (the true RMS and the average 
responding voltmeters), the wattmeter, the vector volt- 
meter and the waveform analyser. For the last two 
instruments a suitable reference sinusoidal signal is 
required at one of the inputs. The block diagram of Fig. 
2b also represents a sampling DC voltmeter; our study, 
therefore, also allows us to evaluate the rejection to 
normal mode, i.e. superimposed noise signals. 
In general we can assume that the converted signal 
s(t), which is a function of the input signals zl(t), . . . , z,(t) 
in Fig. 2a, has a discrete spectrum and can be expressed 
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by a generalised Fourier series in the form 
s(t) = d Z l ( t ) >  ’. ‘ 9 z,(t)l 
+ m  
= So + 1 A, exp (jo, t )  (1) 
,=-m 
,#O 
where o-, = -a,, A - ,  = A: coincides with the 
complex conjugate of A, and the different o, do not nec- 
essarily have a common submultiple; So represents the 
DC quantity to be measured which, in the time domain, 
is defined by 
So = To-m lim - j+To‘zs(t) -TdZ dt (2) 
which we identify as the true value of the misurand [21]. 
When the converted signal is periodic with period Tl = 
2n/01 it results in oq = qol, and the DC quantity So can 
be calculated without considering, in eqn. 2, the limit if T. 
coincides with the period of the signal T. = TI. 
, I ““‘“1 , ~ 
(i-l)Tc iTc (i+l)T, t 
Fig. 3 
nique defined by eqn. 3 
Two successive sampling instants for random sampling tech- 
Most of the sampling techniques that are used in prac- 
tice can be defined by the following additive model (see 
Fig. 3): 
(3) 
where, by writing any random variable in boldface letter, 
any sampling instant ti is given by the sum of a periodic 
component iT, and a random one Xi’&. T,  is a constant 
that usually takes the smallest possible value which is 
compatible with the maximum data acquisition and pro- 
cessing rate of the digital hardware adopted; Xi is the ith 
of a set of random independent variables having a con- 
tinuous distribution in the interval - b  to +b  with 
0 d b < 1 (assuming b = 1/2, the successive sampling 
instants are distributed in consecutive nonoverlapping 
intervals equal to T,); the constant z is the initial shift 
between the origin of the sequence of the instants, gener- 
ated by the sampling time generator, and that to which 
the time domain of the signal s(t) refers. Eqn. 3 defines a 
random sampling strategy and includes the synchronous 
and the asynchronous equally spaced sampling tech- 
niques (when Xi = 0 for any i). In the case of the asyn- 
chronous sampling techniques T,  is not correlated with 
any spectral component of the signal s(t) as the operation 
of the sampling time generator is independent from the 
input signals zl(t), ..., z,(t). In the synchronous case 
(which can be used only for periodic signals) T,  and T are, 
instead, correlated with the input signals because the syn- 
chronised sampling time generator is controlled by one of 
these input signals; in such conditions r will assume a 
value which depends not only on the synchronising input 
signal waveform, but also on the particular structure of 
the synchronising circuit adopted. In any case, the con- 
stant T,  can be interpreted as the mean-sampling period, 
i.e. the mean value of the interval between two successive 
sampling instants. 
The output of the S/H circuit of Fig. 2b is a discrete 
time signal s(ti), with ti defined by eqn. 3; therefore it can 
be represented mathematically as a sequence {si = .$ti)}, 
i = 0, & 1, . . . . A common nonrecursive technique for 
appropriately smoothing this sequence is to introduce a 
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ti = (i + XJT, + T 
n I - 1  I 
discrete linear time invariant (LTI) system characterised 
by a finite impulse response (FIR filter) with constant 
values ai [1-31; by indicating with {gk} ,  k = 0, +1, ..., 
the sequence that represents the discrete time output 
signal of the instrument, we can write 
N - 1  
.$ = 1 aisk-; (4) 
i = 0  
where the coefficients ai must be conveniently selected to 
achieve the prescribed filter characteristics. The time 
interval in which the N samples of the input signals are 
taken to estimate the mean value of the converted signal 
4th i.e. the response time of the instrument, is therefore 
NT, . Obviously the time interval between two successive 
outputs of the instrument is independent from this 
response time because the outputs can be obtained par- 
tially by utilising the same samples. 
The sequence of the sampling instants, which charac- 
terises each sampling strategy, is defined by eqn. 3. By 
substituting eqns. 1 and 3 into eqn. 4 we obtain 
N -  1 + m  
Sk(T? x k )  = = 1 ais0 + 1 A, eXp ( jo , [kT,  + 71) 
i=0  q = - m  
,+o 
N - 1  
x 1 ai exp ( - j o , i z )  exp ( joqX, - iT , )  (5) 
where we have emphasised that the output sequence Sk is 
a function of the initial shift T and of the vector of the 
successive N sampling random variables xk = { X k ,  X k - , ,  
..., Xk-N+l}. To avoid a distortion in the evaluation of 
the DC component of the converted signal s(t), it is neces- 
sary to impose a scale factor equal to one 
i = 0  
N - 1  
l a i = l  (6) 
i = O  
3 Criterion for performance analysis 
The output quantity $,(T, xd, defined by eqn. 4, is an 
estimate of the DC quantity So and is affected by an 
error ek(7, xd = $AT, Xk)  - S o .  This error, according to 
eqn. 5, depends on the index k, which marks any output 
state of_the instrument, on the initial shift 7, and on the 
vector X, of the successive N sampling random variables. 
The incidental quantities k and 5 which appear in eqn. 5 
occur as nuisance parameters because they locally condi- 
tion the evaluation of the error by restricting it to the 
choice of a particular couple of values of k and 7. To 
eliminate the influence of these nuisance parameters, by 
following the Bayesian approach [5] we can regard any 
couple of possible values (k,  T) as a realisation of a 
bivariate random variable (k, I ) ,  with a priori probability 
distribution which must be selected by their intrinsic 
relationship to the prior information available. As far as 
k is concerned, it should be considered that every output 
state of the instrument has an equal chance of being 
selected; therefore, the innumerable sets of labels which 
mark the sequence of the output states of the instrument 
can be treated as a discrete random variable, uniformly 
distributed within the whole time interval in which these 
states are available. As far as T is concerned, we must 
distinguish between the synchronous sampling techniques 
and the asynchronous ones. In the asynchronous cases, 
the sampling time generator (see Fig. lb) is not controlled 
by any one of the input signals, so that any realisation of 
T is independent of the converted signal s(t) and, as it is 
strictly related to the turnon instant of the instrument, it 
belongs to a continuous set of possible equiprobable 
values distributed within any time interval. In the syn- 
chronous sampling technique, instead, T depends on the 
synchronising circuit which generates the sequence of the 
sampling instants t j  as a function of one of the input 
signals; consequently, T is a function of the synchronising 
circuit used and the converted signal Nt). If we want to 
take into account all the possible states of T ,  we should 
have to foresee all the possible synchronising operations 
for the same unknown signal and establish the possible 
functional relations which connect T to the signal itself. 
Obviously, this is practically utopian and we propose to 
simulate an equivalent configuration in which T may be 
assumed as a realisation of a continuous set of values 
distributed within some time interval T. To sum up, in 
both techniques the a priori ignorance concerning the 
nature of the parameter T can be overcome by postu- 
lating a uniform distribution in a generic time interval T. 
Consequently the error can be rewritten as 
(7) 
where S k ( ~ ,  xk) is a combined function of k, T and xk; k is 
a discrete random variable, in general with 2h + 1 values, 
uniformly distributed and symmetric with respect to a 
conventional origin, T is a continuous random variable 
uniformly distributed within a prefixed interval centred 
round another conventional origin, and xk is the random 
vector whose components are the random variables, 
introduced in eqn. 3, generated in the particular measure- 
ment operation. With eqn. 7 we have incorporated into 
the local error the prior distribution available for the 
incidental parameters transforming the output signal into 
a static which estimates the true value So. Now the 
problem is reduced to measure the efficiency of an estim- 
ator of the true value So. This estimator is assumed as 
inversely proportional to the mean-squared error, i.e. the 
expected value of the squared error, defined by [4] 
where the symbol (. ) indicates the statistical mean value 
and, for the sake of simplicity, we have considered the 
conventional time origin for the initial shift T equal to 
zero. To incorporate all the possible a priori chances and 
avoid the influence of the conventional time origin on the 
instrument performance, the number of output states, i.e. 
2h + 1, and the excursion of the initial shift z, i.e. T ,  must 
be sufficiently large, and theoretically they must tend to 
infinite. Therefore, a useful criterion for comparing the 
relative efficiencies of the different measurement processes 
is to consider the asymptotic mean-squared error 
E2 = lim (e&, &)) = AS: + uz 
h - m  
T - m  
where, by introducing the asymptotic expectation 
S = Iim <S,(T, Xk)> 
h - m  
T - m  
AS, represents the asymptotic bias 
(9) 
whereas 
U2 = lim ( [ S k ( T ,  &) - (Sk(T, xk))]’) 
h - m  
T - m  
= lim (S&T, Xk)) - S2 
h - m  
T - m  
defines the asymptotic variance. 
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The asymptotic mean-square error characterises the 
range within which the true value So can be estimated 
with a specified confidence coefficient (1  - l/q2) through 
the following Chebychev inequality 
(13) 
1 
lim p{Sk(t, Xk) = S ,  f q ~ }  2 1 - - 
h-m v2 
T-m 
4 Weighting function 
It can be shown (Appendix 10.1) that, for every sampling 
procedure (synchronous or asynchronous) defined by 
eqn. 3 and for every filtering algorithm defined by eqn. 4, 
the asymptotic mean-squared error, in the hypothesis of a 
scale factor equal to one (see eqn. 6), coincides with the 
asymptotic variance U'; besides, this asymptotic variance 
u2 can be calculated by the equation (see eqn. 68 in 
Appendix 10.1) 
This equation shows that the asymptotic variance can be 
expressed as a series, each of whose term is given by the 
square of the RMS value of each converted-signal spec- 
tral component multiplied by a weighting coefficient. The 
infinite sequence of the weighting coefficients W2(flT,), 
W2(f2 T,), . . . can be derived from a continuous weighting 
function W2(fT, )  by determining its values at the suc- 
cessive occurrence pointsf,T, , f 2  T , ,  . . . , i.e. the products 
between each signal spectral frequency and the mean- 
sampling period T, . 
In the following the expression of the weighting func- 
tion is deduced by considering only the errors which arise 
from the sampling and the filtering procedures; the other 
causes of error, e.g. the bandwidth limitations introduced 
by the sample and hold circuits, must be accounted 
separately. In this hypothesis, the behaviour of the weigh- 
ting function W2(fT, )  as a function of the normalised fre- 
quency fT, and the possible Occurrence points at which 
the weighting coefficients are evaluated describe com- 
pletely the performance of the instrument. 
By denoting with Q(wT,) the characteristic function 
[4], in the normalised frequency (rad) domain COT, ,of the 
random variable Xj which appears in eqn. 3 
and with H(wT,) the normalised frequency response of 
the digital filter [l-31 defined by eqn. 4 
Q("0 = (exp WT, xj)> (15) 
N- 1 
H(oT,) = ai exp (-joiT,) (16) 
the weighting function W2(fT , )  for the different sampling 
techniques considered here can be deduced from eqn. 69 
in Appendix 10.1 by replacing the discrete variablef, by a 
continuous onef 
i = O  
W2(fT , )  = Wi(fT,) 
N- 1 
= 1 af + I @(2nfT,) 12 
i = O  
x (I H(2nfT,) I t  - 
i = O  
the index R is introduced to emphasise the contributions 
of the random variables to the sampling technique. When 
the sampling technique is of an equally spaced type 
(Xj = 0 in eqn. 3), the characteristic function @(UT,) 
becomes equal to one; therefore, from eqn. 17 it can be 
deduced that the weighting function coincides with the 
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square of the magnitude of the frequency response of the 
FIR filter utilised 
WfT,) = W i ( f T , )  = IH(2.fT,)I2 (18) 
where the index E means that the sampling strategy is of 
an equally spaced type, i.e. without any random contri- 
bution. 
In the following Sections the weighting functions 
W(fT , )  using different FIR filters are determined. To dis- 
tinguish these different functions we shall introduce in 
W ( f T , )  a second index, relative to the window used for 
designing the FIR filter. To determine the occurrence 
points of the weighting coefficients it is necessary to 
specify whether the sampling technique is asynchronous 
or synchronous. 
5 Performance analysis for the equally spaced 
asynchronous sampling technique 
In the asynchronous case the initial shift T which appears 
in eqn. 3 is strictly related to the turnon instant of the 
instrument, the instant that can be regarded as the realis- 
ation of a random variable; therefore, the asymptotic 
mean-squared error defined by eqn. 9 allows us to not 
only compare the different sampling strategies and filter- 
ing algorithms, but also to determine the uncertainty of 
each instrument based on an asynchronous sampling 
strategy. Moreover, as T,  is a constant not correlated 
with any spectral component of the converted signal, the 
productf,T, can assume any positive real value. 
To evaluate the output signal of the instrument we can 
average the last N signal samples (ai = 1/N in eqn. 4), i.e. 
utilise an N-point rectangular window to realise the FIR 
filter. In this hypothesis, for the property of the geometric 
progression, the frequency response of this filter (see eqn. 
16) results in 
N- 1 
HRUT,) = ,Z exp (-WT,) 
, = O  
1 - exp (-joNT,) 
1 - exp (-jwT,) 
- 
where we have introduced the index R to indicate that 
the window is of a rectangular type. By substituting this 
equation into eqn. 18 and by introducing a second index 
R in the weighting function to specify the window, we 
obtain [17] 
The weighting function WiR(fT , )  is periodic with respect 
tofT,  with a period equal to one and assumes, at the 
extreme of each period, its absolute maxima that are 
equal to one, independently of any prefixed value of N. 
By referring to the first period, Wi,(fT,)  is symmetric 
with respect to 1/2; besides, it assumes (N - 1) zeros for 
with i = 1, .. ., N - 1, and (N - 2) maxima for (see 
Appendix 10.2) 
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with i = 1, . . ., N - 2. The values of this maxima are 
given by 
Fig. 4 shows the plot of W:, for two successive periods 
and N = 7; this very low value of N has been chosen 
only to show the whole shape of the function in every 
period. By assuming, instead, N = lo4 the minimum 
value assumed by the maxima expressed by eqn. 23 is 
equal to lo-'; therefore a unit amplitude harmonic com- 
ponent of the converted signal at this frequency gives a 
contribution to the asymptotic variance equal to 
0.5 x lo-' (see eqn. 14). In the hypothesis that this is the 
unique harmonic component of the converted signal, the 
standard deviation of the output signal of the instrument 
results equal to 0.7 x (see eqn. 14). 
f Tc 
Fig. 4 Weighting function W i n ,  for equally spaced sampling tech- 
nique and rectangular window N = 7, as a Junction oJthe nord i sed f re -  
w ~ ~ Y J T ,  
From eqn. 23 it is possible to deduce the frequency 
range in which the maxima of W:,(fT,) assume a value 
that is not higher than a prefixed value, i.e. the band- 
width in which the contribution of every harmonic of the 
converted signal to the variance in the hypothesis of an 
asynchronous sampling technique is not higher than a 
prefixed value; this bandwidth, in any case, will certainly 
be smaller thanf, . 
To attenuate the contributions of the alternate com- 
ponents of the converted signal s(t) more efficiently it is 
necessary to increase the value of N and/or to modify the 
filter, e.g. by using a trapezoidal window with clipped 
ends in which the coefficients ai of eqn. 4 are defined 
according to the following conditions : 
(i + l)/mn f o r O < i < n - 1  
ai= n - m n  for n < i < m - 2 
(m + n- i - l)/nm form - 1 < i < n + m - 2 
(24) 
i
where m > n and N = n + m - 1 have been imposed (see 
Fig. 5). For m = n the window becomes triangular with 
clipped ends, for n = 1 and m > 1 it becomes rectangular. 
The a, coefficients given by eqn. 24 satisfy eqn. 6 and 
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result in 
n - 1  i +  1 m - 2  1 m + n - 2  m + n - i - 1  
i = o  mn i = n  m i = m - l  mn 
n + m - 2  
ai= I-+ -+ 
i = O  
n - i  n - l i +  1 m - 2  1 0 - 1  
= 1 -+ 1 -+  1 - = I  (25) i = o  mn i = n  m i=o mn 
Another important property is the following 
n + m - 2  1 "-1 
i=0  c = (nm)2 [ z0(1 + i)2 + i = n  
1 m + n - 2  + 1 ( m + n - i - 1 ) 2  i s m - 1  
1 + n2(m- n - 1) 
with 1 < n 4 m (26) 
This last result coincides with the formula (48) calculated 
in a previous paper [16]. Obviously, for m < n, in all the 
previous results it is necessary to exchange the contribu- 
tion between m and n. 
Fig. 5 Trapezoidal window with clipped ends for FIR filter 
N = n + m - l ; m >  n 
It can be shown that, for the trapezoidal window with 
clipped ends, the frequency response of the filter is 
defined by the following expression (see Appendix 10.3) 
H(2nfT,) = HAZnfT,) 
where the index T means trapezoidal window with 
clipped ends. By substituting this equation in eqn. 18 we 
obtain the expression of the weighting function W i ,  (the 
first index E means equally spaced sampling and the 
second index T means trapezoidal window with clipped 
ends) for this case [17] 
Recalling that N = n + m - 1, it is easy to verlfy that 
eqn. 28 contains the following particular cases 
(a) triangular window with clipped ends for 
n = m = (N + 1)/2, i.e. 
where we have used the second index B because it 
reminds to the Bartlett window 
(b) rectangular window for n, or m, equal to one (see 
eqn. 20). 
The same result of eqn. 28 could be obtained with a 
double averaging operation that averages m terms, each 
of which is the sum of successive n samples of the con- 
verted signal. In fact, the frequency response of a filter 
having a trapezoidal window with clipped ends can be 
expressed as a product of two frequency responses, one 
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relative to a filter which averages n values and the other 
m values (see Appendix 10.3 and Reference 1) 
Hd2rrf = HRn(27!f T,)HRm(2rrf (30) 
where the second index specifies the values averaged in 
each rectangular window. By substituting eqn. 18 into 
this equation, the weighting function of a trapezoidal 
window with clipped ends can be expressed as a product 
of two weighting functions, one relative to a filter which 
averages n values and the other m values 
Wl%f T,) = W L C f  T,)Wht,(f T,) (31) 
Also the weighting function WiAfT,) is periodic with 
respect to f T, with a period equal to one, and is sym- 
metric with respect to each integer value, where it 
assumes its absolute maximum, equal to one. It can be 
shown that, by imposing a prefixed number N of sam- 
pling instants, eqn. 28, considered as a function only of n 
or m, joins minima values when n = m = (N + 1)/2, 
excluding the points where it assumes values equal to 
one. For example, Fig. 6a shows the weighting function 
for a triangular window with n = m = 4, and Fig. 6b 
shows a trapezoidal window with n = 2 and m = 6, for 
the same number N =  7. In the hypothesis that 
n = m = (N + 1)/2 (triangular window with clipped ends), 
the frequencies where the weighting function assumes 
null or maxima values are the same as those deduced for 
the weighting function with a rectangular window (see 
eqns. 21 and 22); i.e. eqn. 31, when m = n, becomes the 
square of the rectangular weighting function WiR,, .  Con- 
sequently the values of these maxima in the first period 
can be deduced, taking into account eqns. 23 and 31, 
from the following expression 
These maxima must be compared with the maxima of a 
rectangular window (see eqn. 23) for the same number N 
of sampling instants used to obtain each output of the 
instrument. Recalling that the value of N is much greater 
than one, a considerable improvement in the per- 
formance of the instrument can be obtained with a tri- 
angular window with clipped ends. For example, by 
supposing N = lo4, the minimum value assumed by the 
maxima expressed by eqn. 32 is equal to 1.6 x lo-’’. 
6 Performance analysis for random asynchronous 
sampling technique 
By supposing the random variable Xj of eqn. 3 uniformly 
distributed in the interval - b to + b, with 0 < b < 1 (see 
Fig. 7), the characteristic function becomes 
WoT,) = (exp (joT, xj> 
sin (box) 
b o x )  
=--- 
= sinc (ZbfT,) (33) 
Besides, by using an N-point rectangular window to 
realise the FIR filter and by recalling eqn. 18, eqn. 17 can 
be rewritten as follows: 
1 1 
N - _   + sinc’(2bfT,)[W:R(fT,) - (34) 
where W:,(fT,) is expressed by eqn. 20. For f= 0 we 
obtain WiR(0) = WiR(0) = 1. For 0 < f T, 6 1/2, 
sinc’(2bf T,) can be considered approximately equal to 
one independently of b; in this frequency range WiR(fT , )  
can therefore be approximated by WiR(fT,).  Forf, T,  < 
f T, < 1, WiR(fT , )  increases, as shown in Fig. 8. When 
fT, 1, the shape of WiR(fT , )  depends significantly on 
the gwen value of parameter b. For instance, by selecting 
b = 1/2 (i.e. when the random sampling instant ti in eqn. 
3 is distributed within an interval equal to the time con- 
b 
Fig. 6 Weighting function for equally spaced sampling technique X 
a Triangular window with clipped ends 
b Trapezoidal window with clipped ends 
Fig. 7 Common probability density for sequence of random variables 
X,, X,_ ,, . . . , X,_ N+, in hypothesis of wri/onn distribution within interval 
( - b ,  + b )  
N = 7 : n = m = 4  
N = 7 : n  = 2;m = 6 
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In fact, sinc2(fT,) becomes identically null for f T, = r, 
with r = 1, 2, . . . , while WiR(r) is equal to one; for every 
other frequency value the result is sinc2(fT,) 1 and the 
product sinc'(fT,)W:,(fT,) is nearly equal to zero. 
Obviously this sampling technique, being of an 
asynchronous type, from eqn. 36 we can therefore deduce 
that the bandwidth of this instrument is not limited by 
the average sampling frequency l/T,; it is however 
convenient to remember that, in this study, we have not 




Na0.5 - 3 








taken into account the bandwidth limitations of the 
sample/hold circuits. Fig. Sa shows the plot of the weigh- 
ting function Wi,(fT,) in the hypothesis of N = 15. 
By means of this sampling technique a broadband 
instrument can be implemented easily; each channel 
requires a pair of S / H  devices and ADC (which operate 
alternately for odd and even sampling instants) because 
the time interval between the first and the last of a con- 
secutive triplet of samples can never be smaller than T, 
[16]. Besides, it is necessary to verify that the errors 
introduced by the S / H  and ADC are negligible. To this 
end it was made the DC calibration of the ADC of a 
prototype by imposing that the difference between the 
output quantity of the instrument and the DC quantity 
common to all the inputs was negligible with respect to 
the standard deviation deduced from eqns. 14 and 35; 
then, by comparing the theoretical and the empirical 
values of the weighting function for the asynchronous 
equally spaced and the random one with b = 1/2, it was 
found that they were in very good agreement [19]. This 
confirms the validity of the theoretical model proposed. 
In practice the value of parameter b cannot be exactly 
equal to 1/2, i.e. the random variable Xi of eqn. 3 is dis- 
tributed within an interval slightly different from (- 1/2, 
+1/2), owing to a non-ideal implementation of the 
random sampling strategy. When the parameter b is dif- 
ferent from 1/2, from eqn. 34 it can be deduced that the 
weighting function W:,(fT,) assumes sharp peaks (which 
depend on the value of b) forfT, = r, with r = 1,2, . . . , as 
shown in Fig. 8b where the parameter values 26 = 0.8 
and N = 7 have been chosen. Assuming for the param- 
eter b a value slightly different from 1/2 (b = 1/2 + E with 
E conveniently small, for instance l e (  < 1/40, i.e. 
0.475 < b < 0.525), the feasibility of the following 
approximation can be verified 
(37) 
which is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of E. Therefore the 
weighting function forfl; = r with r = 1, 2, . . . assumes a 
maximum value given by [20] 
sinc'(2br) = sinc2(r + 2m) N 48' for r = 1,2, . . . 
1 
W&(r) N ; + 4 2  for r = 1, 2, . . , 
From this equation it can be deduced that the two com- 
ponents which effect the value of these maxima are inde- 
pendent of each other; the first is a function of N, i.e. the 
number of samples which are taken to evaluate each 
output, the second, due to the sharp peaks, depends only 
on the difference between b and 1/2 (however, the width 
of these sharp peaks is approximately equal to l/N). 
Therefore, if N is sufficiently large, the inferior limit of the 
\ 0.06 t 
0 1 2 
f T c  
0 
Fig. 8 Weighting function of random sampling technique defined by 
eqn. 3 
Random variable is supposed as uniformly distributed in an interval of the mean 
sampling pnod T, , and the FIR Pter is cbaracteriscd by n rectangular window. 
a I n t e ~ a l  equal to T. 
N = 15; b = 0.5 
b Interval slightly inferior to T 
N = 7 ;  b =0.4 
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-0.1 0 0.1 
E 
Fig. 9 Graph of eqn. 37for r = I asfunction of 8 
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weighting function is imposed by the uncertainty with 
which the condition b = 1/2 is realised; this result is quite 
important from a practical point of view because it pro- 
vides a quantitative criterion for determining how accur- 
ate the implementation of the random sampling strategy 
should be. 
In the case of a trapezoidal window with clipped ends 
of the type shown in Fig. 5, the weighting function can be 
deduced by recalling eqn. 18 and by substituting eqns. 26, 
33 and 28 in eqn. 17 
(39) Widfll;) = G + sinc2(2bfll;)[W&.(fT,) - G] 
where G is given by eqn. 26 
Ill+"-' 
G =  1 af 
i = O  
1 = l [ n ( n + l X 2 n +  3 l ) + n z ( m - n - l )  hn) '  
with 1 < n < m (40) 
By comparing eqns. 34 and 39 it can be deduced that, for 
0 <fT, 4 1/2, Wi1Cfll;) can be approximated by 
W i d f K ) ;  instead, by imposing b = 1/2 (i.e. the random 
sampling instant is distributed within a time interval 
equal to the time constant ll;), forfll; 2 1 this results in 
W i d f T , ) ~  G. In the hypothesis that n = mu- N/2 
(N B 1) we obtain G U 4/(3N), which is only slightly dif- 
ferent from 1/N. Therefore, for f T, > 1, the weighting 
functions for the rectangular (see eqn. 35) and the tri- 
angular windows with clipped ends practically coincide; 
this means that the triangular window with clipped ends 
is convenient in the asynchronous equally sampling tech- 
nique, not in the random one [16]. 
7 Performance analysis for synchronous sampling 
techniques 
The synchronous sampling methods can be adopted only 
when the input signals are strictly periodic with periods 
having a least-common multiple, denoted by TI ; there- 
fore the converted signal s(t) is strictly periodic with 
period Tl = l/f, and can be expressed by the Fourier 
series derived from eqn. 1 with 
TI. It is important to emphasise that the range of T can 
be found when we select a prefixed synchronising circuit; 
in this hypothesis the uncertainty of the instrument can 
be evaluated by imposing that the excursion of T for the 
evaluation of the mean-squared error coincides with that 
range. Instead, if the shift introduced by the synchro- 
nising circuit is fixed, it is a priori known and the uncer- 
tainty analysis is reduced to the evaluation of the 
difference between the output of the instrument and So. 
Another sampling technique of an equally spaced type 
is that in which the initial shift z is randomised [12], i.e. 
the randomisation of the initial shift is included in the 
sampling technique; in this case the output of the instru- 
ment is time varying and eqn. 9 also allows for the uncer- 
tainty estimation of the instrument. 
In a synchronous sampling method of an equally 
spaced type the weighting function is expressed by eqn. 
18. The synchronisation condition entails that the 
product f1K is fixed and independent, both of the funda- 
mental frequency fl and the sampling period ll; . Conse- 
quently the weighting coefficients that appear in eqn. 14 
are the values of the weighting function at the integer 
multiplies of the fixed valuef, T, . 
By using an N point rectangular window for the 
implementation of the FIR filter, the weighting function 
is expressed by eqn. 20; in the further hypothesis that a 
multiple integer of the sampling frequency! is equal to a 
multiple integer of the fundamental frequencyf, [9] 
P !  = $1 (42) 
where p and U are positive integers having no common 
submultiple, the weighting coefficient for the generic har- 
monic 4 results in 
Win(f* T,) = W;R(dl T,) 
- sine'( 4 E) (43) 
If we select the number U of the samples in every pTl 
on = 40, = 42zf1 (41) 
being 4 integer. In such conditions S. can be defined by 
period of the converted signal equal to the length N of 
the rectangular window, this results in 
e q n - 2  without resorting to the limit if T, coincides 
exactly In a with synchronous Tl. sampling technique every sequence 
of the sampling instants used to generate an output 
signal of the instrument is synchronous with the con- 
verted signal and can be selected with equal or different 
initial shift T (see eqn. 3) with respect to the converted 
sinc'(qp) w;, 4 -  = ( sinc'(q i) 
1 for 4 = zN 
0 for 4 # zN 
with z integer (44) 
signal. 
The most common, synchronous sampling method is 
of an equally spaced type with a constant initial shift 
which depends on the synchronising circuit; therefore the 
output of the instrument is constant [9, 111 but, for the 
same value So of the converted signal, it can be a function 
of the waveform of the synchronising input signal. The 
asymptotic mean-squared error defined by eqn. 9 rep- 
resents a bound for the uncertainty of the instrument, 
because the range of the initial shift, for any prearranged 
synchronising circuit, is defined and contained in the 
period T, 191; obviously, in the synchronous techniques, 
restoring to infinite is tantamount to joining the period 
being 4,  p and N integers. In Fig. 10 the weighting func- 
tion and the values of the weighting coefficients are given 
in the hypothesis of N = U = 7 and p = 2. By introducing 
these coefficients in eqn. 14, and by recalling that it 
results in E2 = g2 (see Section 3), the mean-squared error 
can be expressed as follows 
. -  
E 2 = 2 1  )A,,)' (45) 
I =  1 
The contribution of the spectral component of the con- 
verted signal to the mean-squared error is nonzero only 
for any 4 multiple integer of U = N. In other terms, the 
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choice of a rectangular window of length N = U entails 
that the asymptotic variance does not depend on the 
shape of the weighting function among the successive 
values of the performance function for different fre- 
quencies were found by means of a prototype and were in 
very good agreement with the theoretical values, confirm- 
ing the validity of the proposed method. 
Finally, it has been shown that in all the asynchronous 
sampling techniques, the asymptotic mean-squared error 
allows us to determine the uncertainty of an instrument 
as a function of the frequency of the converted signal. 
Fig. 10 Weighting Junction of equally spaced sampling techique and 
rectangular window with N = 7 and weighting c m c i e n t s  (individuated 
by rounds) in hypothesis of synchronous sampling technique with U = N 
samples takn  in p = 2 periods of converted signal 
zeros. This result does not apply for the other windows 
previously considered. 
8 Conclusions 
The objective of the criterion described herein has been 
to compare the different sampling strategies and filtering 
algorithms used in digital instruments based on nonlinear 
conversion of the input signals. Obviously the solution 
for this comparison has been obtained, irrespective of a 
single observation, a single measurement occasion, or a 
particular instrument. To this end, the whole of the 
output signals must be considered for every strategy, 
avoiding the nuisance contributions of the incidental 
quantities which can vary from occasion to occasion, 
from measurement to measurement, and from instrument 
to instrument, locally conditioning the output signal. The 
Bayesian approach helps us to incorporate prior infor- 
mation into that variability, enlarging the incidental 
quantities into corresponding statistical functions whose 
asymptotic behaviour guarantees the same building block 
for the comparison analysis. We believe that the quanti- 
tative characterisation of the performance function 
derived from our approach can be improved, but this 
depends only on the evolution of the sampling and filter- 
ing techniques and on the optimisation algorithms; in 
fact the criterion remains the same because it does not 
depend on the technical realisations and actual observa- 
tions. 
By using the proposed criterion a general expression 
for the performance analysis, valid for all the sampling 
strategies (synchronous, asynchronous and random) con- 
sidered here, can be deduced; this expression depends on 
the frequency response of the digital filter used and on 
the characteristic function of the probability distribution 
of the random variables generating the sampling instants. 
Moreover, the particular formulae obtained for all of 
these sampling strategies, each one using different filter- 
ing algorithms, have been discussed. The experimental 
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10 Appendixes 
10.7 Appendix A 
For the evaluation of the statistical mean, identified by 
the symbol ( .  ), it is necessary to consider the simultan- 
eous random contributions of the variables k, T and of 
the vector xk. To this end it is convenient to recall the 
149 
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definition of the conditional mean assuming k = k and 
T = r, which we indicate by M {  . I . }. In general, for the 
generic rth-order moment we can write [4], 
(%(% = (M{%(T9 x k )  I k, T } )  
1 +, 1 
2h + 1 k = - h  T c -  --  
+ T / 2  
X M { $ ( r , X k ) l k = k , T = r }  dr (46) 
where 
M{$(T, Xk) Ik = k, T = T }  
= s_k"$(~, x)fxt(x I k = k, T = T )  dx 
is the r-conditional moment assuming k = k and T = T .  
Obviously this conditional moment, considered as a func- 
tion of the collection of all the possible couples of values 
(k, r), is itself a r p d o m  variable and, in this sense, it can 
be written ( M { S , ( ~ , x d / k ,  T } )  as expressed in the first 
passage of eqn. 46. To derive eqn. 46 we have taken into 
account the fact that the random variables k and T are 
independent of each other. 
As the generation of the random vector xk, whose 
components { X k ,  X,_,, .. ., Xk-,+,) are random vari- 
ables distributed in the same interval (-b, +b),  is 
independent of any couple of values (k, T ) ,  we impose for 
the conditional density of a generic X k - i  assuming 
{k = k, T = T }  the following expression 
- b < x <  + b  
elsewhere 
fx,-i(x I k = k, T = T )  = (47) 
for any i = 0, . . . , N - 1, f(x) being the common prob- 
ability density associated to the random generation. Con- 
sequently we obtain for the generic rth-conditional 
moment 
M{$(r, Xk) Ik = k, T = r }  = ($(T,  Xk)) 
r = 1, 2, . . . (48) 
By substituting eqn. 48 in eqn. 46 we obtain 
where, by recalling eqn. 5 and by assuming 
Bqi = ai exp (-jw, iT,) (50) 
this results in 
+ m  
aiso + 1 A ,  exp (jw,[kT, + T ] )  
q = - m  
, f O  
By imposing r = 1 and by taking the statistical mean we 
obtain 
N - 1  + m  
< s k k  x k ) )  = aiso + A, exp (jqCkT, + TI) 
i = O  ,= -U 
I l f O  
N - 1  
x WJ, T,) c B,i (52) 
i = 0  
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where 
W q  T,) = (exp (jw, xk - T> 
= J-r exp (jw,XT,)f(x) dx (53) 
with WO) = 1 and I Ww, T,) I < 1, is the characteristic 
function, in the normalised frequency (rad) domain wT, , 
of every Xk-i, for i = 0, ..., N - 1, andf(x) is the prob- 
ability density given by eqn. 47. By substituting eqn. 52 in 
eqn. 49 with r = 1, as 
and 
1 + h  
--  1 exp(jwJh + l)T,) - exp(-jo,hT,) 
2h + 1 exp (iw,T,) - 1 
1 sin (xfT,(2h + 1)) --  
2h + 1 sin (nf,T,) 
this results in 
where 
(55) 
Therefore the asymptotic expectation (see eqn. 6) results 
in 
N - 1  
S = Iim ( S k ( ~ ,  Xk))  = ais ,  (58) 
h- m i = O  
T-m 
because the limit of sinc (f, T), with T tending to infinity, 
is always null. It is important to emphasise that, in the 
synchronous case, where the signal is periodic with 
period TI (f, = qfl, q being the integer), by assuming 
TI = T sinc (f, T) results identically null, and so Z, = 0, 
for any q independently by h; hence the expression of 
eqn. 58 is valid, in this last case, also for the finite expec- 
tation. 
By substituting eqn. 58 into eqn. 11, and by assuming 
a scale factor equal to one (see eqn. 6), the result is that 
the bias ASo is always equal to zero. 
To evaluate eqn. 49 for r = 2, eqn. 50 has to be devel- 
oped for r = 2, which has the following form 
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To evaluate the statistical mean of this equation, we can 
recall eqn. 53 and that 
ifi' i=i '  
Furthermore we have to take into account that for i = i', 
this results in Xk-; = X k - p ;  instead, Xk-i and X k - i .  
resulting independently for i # I, we have 
<exp (j2nfqf,cxk - i + xk - i'1 T,  ) 
= W n f ,  T , W R f , ,  T,) (61) 
Therefore this results in 
<$(T, 2)) 
By substituting eqn. 62 in eqn. 49 with r = 2 and by 
recalling eqns. 54,55 and 57, we obtain 
<%7, 
i = O  
By considering the limit of eqn. 63 when h and T tend to 
the infinite, the contribution of the harmonics to the 
double sum is not null only whenf, = -f,. =f-,.; conse- 
quently A,. = A: and BqVi = B t  and B,.;. = B $ .  There- 
fore the result is 
Iim <gi(t, XJ) 
h = m  
T r m  
as I Bqi I 2  = a? (see eqn. 50). 
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By recalling eqn. 12 and by substituting eqn. 64 we 
obtain 
q =  1 
( 1  Ni1Bqi12 i = O  - Ni'a:)] ,=O (65) 
By introducing the normalised frequency response of the 
filter FIR defined by eqn. 4, i.e. 
N - l  
H(2nf T,) = 1 ai exp (-j2nfiT,) (66) 
i = O  
we obtain from eqn. 51 
(67) 
Therefore eqn. 65 can be rewritten as follows 
m 
q =  1 
fJ2 = 2 c I A ,  I2W2(fq T )  
W2(fq  T,) = c a? + I W n f q  T,) l2  
(68) 
with W2(fq  T,) defined by 
N -  1 
i = 0  
102 Appendix B 
The weighting function for the equally spaced sampling 
and the rectangular window (see eqn. 18) 
1 sin2 Nnf T,  
W i R ( f  = - N 2  sin2nfT, 
is periodic with respect to f T,  with a period equal to 1 .  
The frequencies at which this function reaches its minima 
are determined by the following ( N  - 1 )  values 
i f .  . T = - with i = 1 ,  ..., ( N  - 1 )  
N (71) I RI," c 
where the function sin Nxf T,  is null; therefore 
WiR(fi ,,,in T,) = 0. To derive the frequenciesf, Dlllx T,  which 
maximise the weighting function, it should be noted that 
log WiK(fT , )  and WiK( f T,) attain their maxima at the 
same values. Taking the logarithm of eqn. 70, deriving 
with respect to f and equating to zero, we obtain 
Ntgnf T,  = tgNnf T,  (72) 
It can be checked that the solutions to the above equa- 
tions effectively maximise the performance function; to 
this end we consider the second derivative of eqn. 7 0  and 
verify that it is negative. The final inequality obtained is 
the following 
sin2 Nnf T,  - N 2  sin2 nf T,  < 0 (73) 
or equivalently 
tg2Nnf T,  tg2nfT, < - N 2  
1 + tg2Nnf T,  1 + tg'nf T,  (74) 
By introducing eqn. 72 in eqn. 74,  the latter is satisfied 
identically. 
By using Euler's formulas it can be shown that eqn. 72 
is equivalent to 
N + 1 .  
sin [ (N + 1)nf T,]  = -sin [ (N  - 1)nf T,] (75) N - 1  
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In the hypothesis that N is sufficiently large, so that 
(N + l)/(N - 1) N 1, eqn. 75 can be solved with an 
acceptable approximation by 
1 
N fi, T,  = (i + f) - with i = 1, ... , N (76) 
The corresponding values of the performance function, 
i.e. their maxima, are given by 
10.3 Appendix C 
We must introduce the weights defined by eqn. 24 into 
eqn. 16 to derive the frequency response of a digital filter 
realised with a trapezoidal window with clipped ends. 
Consequently, by imposing 
(78) = e-j"Tc 
we obtain 
"-1 m - 2  
mnH(wT,) = 1 (i + 1)q' + n 1 qi 
i = O  i = n  
m + n - 2  
+ 1 ( m + n - i - I l ) q '  (79) 
i = m - l  
If we change the index i to i - m + 1 in the last sum, 
after simple manipulation this results in 
n - 1  m - 2  
mnH(wT,) = (1 + nq"-'),C qi + n 1 qi 
,=0 i = n  




By remembering the properties of the geometric and the 
arithmetic geometric progressions and simplifying, we 
obtain 
Finally, by recalling eqn. 78, this results in 
-_   1 (exp(-jamT,)- l)(exp(-jonT)- 1) 
mn (exp (-jwT) - 
1 sin (xmf T,) sin (mf T,) - _   exp(-jlr(m + n - 2)) 
mn sin2(nfT,) 
(82) 
sinc (mf T,) sinc ( n f q )  
sinc2( f T,) 
= exp ( - j z (m + n - 2)) 
Now, if we remember that the frequency response in the 
case of a rectangular window is given by eqn. 17, we can 
write 
where at the second member we have introduced a 
second index to distinguish the length of the rectangular 
window. Eqn. 83 shows [3] that, instead of a trapezoidal 
window with clipped ends, we can use the cascade of two 
rectangular windows. 
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